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How a product discovered during this 
conference has made its way into NDOT’s fleet 
 After seeing the demonstration of WTI-MSU 

communications trailer in 2008, desired to use a similar 
trailer for “Work zone ITS” 

 Seeing how a mobile platform could benefit the 
Department, we looked for opportunities to develop, 
purchase and deploy a mobile ITS hot spot trailer. 

 The first opportunity came in 2009, on NDOT contract 
3401, a major widening project on a high volume freeway 
in the heart of Reno. The traffic management plan would 
require a roadway with no shoulders and narrowed lanes 
in order to complete the widening contract. A Workzone 
ITS program became the solution to mitigate the affects 
on the motoring public. 
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How a product discovered during this 
conference has made its way into NDOT’s fleet 

 Portions of this workzone ITS project needed to be 
flexible and portable.  Mobile hotspot trailers offered 
the Department the solution we were seeking. 

 Being a last minute addition to the contract gave us 
approximately 2 weeks to develop a plan that was 
both constructible and flexible enough to not hinder 
construction of this contract and a second contract in 
the area. 

 System had to be up and running before the general 
contractor could begin their work 
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Contract 3401 plan sheet 
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Contract 3401 Specifications 
 The mobile hot spot trailers were included as part of a lump sum bid 

item for the complete workzone ITS system on a roadway widening 
project  

 The ITS workzone required 11 ITS sites of which 4 sites were 
required to be on a mobile platform,  these trailers were the end 
result of that requirement. 

 The complete system had to be compatible with the Departments 
Central System Software.   

 This included the CCTV camera system including the Video encoder   

 This included the Flow detector system including the Wavetronix HD 
detector and 170E controller, at the time of deployment a 170E 
controller  was required in order operate on the system   

 Mobile units were required so they could be adjusted in the field as 
needed because of construction   

 The units were turned over to the department at the conclusion of the 
construction project.  
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As used in  
contract 3401 

 On AC power 

 Solar panels and 
batteries removed to 
prevent theft 

 Used Solectek Skyway 
Excel series radios for 
communications 

 Easily relocated and 
adjusted 
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Cost of the trailers* 

As ordered Current configuration 

 Trailer   $18,000 

 Cabinet  $ 7,000 

 Camera   $ 4,000 

 Wavetronix HD $ 6,000 

 Layer 2 switch $ 2,500 

 Modem  $    500 

 Misc   $ 4,000 

 Total  $42,000 

 Trailer   $18,000 

 Cabinet (no 170E) $ 5,000 

 Camera   $ 4,000 

 Wavetronix  V $ 3,000 

 Cell modem/router $ 1,000 

 Misc   $ 4,000 

 Total  $35,000 
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*All costs are an approximate cost, actual cost included using them 

on a construction project for 18 months   



Details on the “ITS Hotspot Trailers” 
As originally supplied  

 “TRAFCON” TC2 PEP Series Trailer with 30’ mast 
 Manual mast with 360 degree rotation 

 Solar and Battery plant by trailer manufacture  

  336S controller cabinet 
 170E Controller 

 “Cohu” 3960 series camera 
 Factory modified to operate on 12vDC 

 Heater modified to better operate on solar 

 “Teleste” MPC-E1 Video Encoder 

 “Wavetronix” 120 Flow Detector 

 “Ruggedcom” RS900 series Switch 

 Standard dial-up modem  (Never installed) 

 4.9 GHz data radio  
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Block Diagram of Original Design 
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“TRAFCON”  
TC2 PEP Series 

Portable Equipment 

Platform  

30’ Equipment Mast  

(4) 123 Watt solar panels 

(12) 6 volt Deep Cycle 

Batteries 

30 Watt solar controller 

75 watt AC battery 

charger  

Battery Storage boxes 
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“Trafcon” Equipment Platform 
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Mobile Platforms Power source 
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“Safetran”  
Model 336S 

controller 

cabinet 

170E Controller 
(later removed) 
 
Detector card racks 
(later removed) 
 
Power  Distribution 
Assembly 
(later removed) 
 
19” Computer rack 
 
Cabinet works well for 
mounting and storing 
equipment  
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“Safetran 336S Controller Cabinet 
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336S Cabinet 
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A quick look inside the cabinet 
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Cohu 3960 

“Iview” 

CCTV 

Shown here in its 

travel case 

 

Factory Modified to 

operate on 12volts DC 

 

Heater modified to so 

camera could be 

operate on batteries 

 

Operates on NDOT’s 

FAST protocol 
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“Cohu” Iview Model 3960 
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Video Encoder 
 
“TELESTE” MPC-E1 

MPEG-4 Format 
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“Wavetronix” 
Flow Detector 
Wavetronix HD 125 

(Later replaced with a 
Smart sensor V) 

 

System originally 
required a 170E 
controller, in order to 
work on NDOT’s 
central system software   

 

Later software 
modifications allow  for 
units to communicate 
via an IP connection. 
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Flow Detectors 
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Flow Detectors 
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Ethernet Switch 
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Ethernet Switch 
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Why the equipment was selected (General) 

 The equipment had to work with our current 
Central System Software.   

 Had to work on solar power. 

 Procurement had to be open to many venders, 
but also work as a system. 

 Most of the products used are the same as our 
permanent ITS installations. 

 Performance requirements were used because 
the general contractor would be a roadway 
contractor, not a system integrator. 
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Why the  equipment was selected (for Communications) 

 Communications Equipment as specified 
 Standard Dial-up Modem 

 Wireless comm. In the 4.9Ghz band (used during construction) 

 Communication Equipment final configuration  
 Proxicast cellular router/VPN/Firewall (all in one unit)    

 Pros of data cell  
 Ease of use 

 Available on most urban areas and across interstates 

 Cons of cell 
 Coverage not always available, spotty in rural areas and minor 

highways  

 Can be configured as a Wi-Fi hotspot 

 Proxicast router will allow for wireless radios to be connected if 
3G service is not available.  

 Low power consumption  

 Modem is easily configured to work with the Departments 
firewalls  
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 Solar calculations for original design  

 170E controller, flow detector  not designed to operate 

on solar, would have made for a large and difficult 

platform to operate. 

 Designed to operate a CCTV camera, encoder, switch 

and basic 4.9 Mhz. radio. 

 Recalculated with current configuration 

  allowed for operating Flow detector 

  CCTV, Encoder remained the same 

 Allowed for operating via cell modem  

Solar Calculations  
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Solar Design Current Calculation (Original Design) 
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Solar Design Current Calculation (Original Design) 
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Solar Battery Storage Calculation (Original Design) 
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Solar PV Array Calculation (Original Design) 
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Solar Design Current Calculation 
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Solar Design Current Calculation 
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Solar Battery Storage Calculation 
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Solar PV Array Calculation 
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Solar Calculations summary 

   Original design  supplied 7 days of battery storage, but 
would only allowed for operations of a CCTV camera. 

 Platform is limited in size in order to remain easily 
deployable and reasonable to maintain. 

 Updated equipment allows the system to operate for 9 
days with little to no sun  using the existing solar 
equipment  

 Future enhancements such as a maximum power point 
tracking controller (MPPT) may allow for a more efficient 
system 

 Enough Amp hours are available to add additional 
equipment could be added.        
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The Evolution Process 

 As with any technology type system, changes happen. 

 We had the 170E controller that was used with the 

flow detector and corresponding racks removed, the 

Departments Central System Software has been 

updated to communicate to the Flow Detector directly 

via IP using the RTMS protocol.  

 We also have an IS Department who had a desire to 

boost security in  the field and required us to install 

firewalls, This was achieved by adding a 3G modem 

with a built in router and firewall. 
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The 170E Controllers were removed 

 At the start of the project the Central System 

Software (CSS) required a 170E controller and 

NDOT firmware to determine vehicle speed, volume 

and lane occupancy. 

 With some major changes complete to the CSS, we 

could better utilize the equipment we had.  The CSS 

now uses the RTMS protocol via IP. 

 Removing the 170E controller allows for better 

battery life and less equipment to maintain   
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Flow Detectors were changed 

 The Wavetronix’s HD125 units were changed out to 

the smaller Wavetronix’s Smart sensor V 

 As part of changing from a contact closure system 

using a 170E controller and NDOT firmware to using 

the RTMS protocol via IP caused some issues in 

how travel times are computed.  The units were 

swapped as part of a test. 

 The Wavetronix Smart sensor V was more than  

adequate for duty on the trailer 
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New Communications equipment 
 A standard dial up modem was originally required in the 

contract, working with our contractor during the final 
delivery of the trailers that modem was deleted and a 
new cell modem was purchased.   

 A Proxicast LAN Cell 2 wireless router/VPN/Firewall was 
selected because of its ability to work with NDOT’s newly 
installed firewall. 

 This system also worked as a Layer 2 switch which 
solved our problem of using the switches on the 
construction project, deleting a change order to the 
contract 

 System is more power efficient, which is great for solar 
applications like this.    
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New Communications equipment 
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Block diagram of  
the current design  
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Details on the “ITS Hotspot Trailers”  
as currently configured   

 “TRAFCON” TC2 PEP Series Trailer with 30’ mast 

 Manual mast with 360 degree rotation 

 Solar and Battery plant by trailer manufacture  

  336S controller cabinet 

 “Cohu” 3960 series camera 

 Factory modified to operate on 12vDC 

 Heater modified so camera can operate on solar 

 “Teleste” MPC-E1 Video Encoder 

 “Wavetronix” 105V Flow Detector 

 “Proxicast cellular router, VPN, firewall 
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How NDOT plans to use its new Fleet  
 Special Events, both urban and rural 

 Burning Man Event 

 NASCAR Race in Las Vegas 

 Testing locations for future ITS devices  

 Allows for better placement of future ITS devices 

 Allows for easy adjustment of permanent device 

 Rapid deployment to an area of concern (Trouble spots) 

 Verify a problem exists  

 Verify improvements are having the desired effect on the 
motoring public 

 Incident Management 

 For long term incidents like natural disasters 

 Weather related events (advanced planning required)   
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Lessons Learned  
 Communications 

 Would have required cell modem, 

 Having a line of site radio system requires lots of work to redeploy   

 Acceptance testing 

 Would require acceptance testing of the final trailers 

 Trailers were required to be delivered to the department after the 
construction project was complete, no additional testing was 
required 

  Cohu Cameras are very power hungry and not the best fit for 
a solar platform 

 Would use a camera that is better suited for solar applications 

 Better research on available equipment 

 Hard to develop and insert a solid performance specification in 
short order.   
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Future Enhancements 
4G Proxicast Router/VPN/Firewall 

 + 4G will allow for 
better streaming of 
Video 

+ inexpensive 

+ works with our 
current systems 

 - 4G not available in 
rural areas  
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Future Enhancements 
Axis Camera 

 
 + CCTV camera is 

more efficient (power 
usage). 

 + inexpensive 

 +NDOT’s CSS now 
supports protocol 

 Also have fixed 
cameras 

 - not great for night 
vision  
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How the Idea of a Mobile ITS platform 
has evolved in Nevada  

 
 (2) New RWIS/CCTV/Flow detector Trailers 

powered via Solar panels with battery storage 
and communicating via a Data Modem (currently 
3G) 

 (4) New Mobile Hotspot ITS trailers with an LED 
Changeable Message Sign, 30’ tower, CCTV 
camera, Flow detector, all powered via Solar 
panels with Battery storage and communicating 
via a Data Modem (currently 3G)   
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Mobile RWIS, CCTV, Flow Detector Sites   
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Deployed on the new I-580 bridge in Washoe Valley 
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ITS mobile Hot Spot Trailer w/CMS 
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CCTV, Flow Detector 
and CMS, Solar Power 
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Live Demo 
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Any Questions? 

 
For additional information contact 

Jon Dickinson or Mark Aragon 

Nevada Department of Transportation, Traffic Operations 

1263 S. Stewart St Carson City, NV 89712 

775-888-7560 or 775-888-7665 

    

   


